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Reams to remove 4” Schedule 40 PVC Closet Flange

• Carbide Blade
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For removing a closet flange from inside 4” Schedule 40 PVC pipe

ASSEMBLY
1. Insert shaft into reamer.
2. Make sure shaft is all the way through and flush with the bottom of the reamer.
3. Tighten set screw on side using hex wrench.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Insert reamer into toilet closet flange, insure tool stays on center to prevent binding. If no chips are being made, remove tool and check.
2. Ream until old flange is removed.
3. Remove reamer and clean out chips from pipe.

Note: Some toilet closet flanges may require to ream first with the Reed PPR300 3” reamer to remove the tab or lip to create the correct pilot hole diameter for the TFR400.

Change cutting edge by removing cap screw and rotating or replacing carbide blade. Replace blade, then cap screw, and tighten.
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